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Crime: problem for all of Fiji Society, and the ROW 
Not just the a problem for the Fiji Police Force

The FPF has to understand three entities, or phenomena  in this picture:

1.  Crime in Fiji: its causes and consequences

2. Crime originating from the Rest of the World (region and internationally): 

3. FPF has to understand itself: 

Crime in Fiji

Rest of the World

Fiji Police Force



But remember also that the arrows can be reversed

Crime in Fiji can affect the FPF itself

Crime can be exported from Fiji to the ROW

ROW can influence the FPF

Crime in Fiji

Rest of the World

Fiji Police Force



The Fiji Police Force and crime in Fiji

How does Fiji’s laws define crime?  Changing historically in Fiji (and ROW)

What are the fundamental causes/sources of crime?

What are the economic consequences of crime?

What has the FPF been doing to combat crime?

What is the rest of Fiji doing to combat crime?  What is the ROW doing?

What has been the cost effectiveness of their different strategies?

What resources have been available to the FPF?

Does the FPF need more?

Can the Fiji economy provide more?



Definition of crime has been changing

Over the last 150 years the definition of crime has been changing historically 
in Fiji (and ROW), some legally through social consensus, and some by force 
even contradicting basic human rights which Fiji has been signatory to:

Theft (from neighbours, homes, businesses)
Violence against women
Rape, incest, paedophilia
Substance abuse
white collar crimes
corruption, bribery etc (FICAC):
economic regulation: not following price control orders etc
evading tax illegally
political corruption:
exceeding lawful authorities to spend public money
military coups
recent military decrees: PED: public gatherings etc



Ultimately, must focus on “causes of crime”

First:  must study “Crime in Fiji” historically: 

pre-colonial times: before 1874
colonial period: 1874 to 1970
post Independence: 1970 till now.

Does the FPF have such a study?  

With data, historical records etc.

On who commits the crimes, what kinds, where, 

Recommendation 1  Sponsor a historical study on “Crime in Fiji”

Perhaps a major project involving a Team from FPF, supervised by some 
academics, resulting in a book.



What are the causes of crime in Fiji: complex
Behavioural explanations: social psychology at the individual level.

Bad social leadership:  chiefs, priests, other community leaders

Ethnic differences in criminality: why is 95% of prisoners Fijian?

Economic causes:  unemployment?  poverty?

Political causes: bad leadership?

Weak border control?

Bad system of dealing with crime? weaknesses in policing, detection, 
punishment/rehabilitation etc

Society would be unfair to ask Fiji Police Force to tackle the “symptoms” of 
criminal behaviour, if the society does not tackle the fundamental causes of 
crime.

Perhaps a workshop of all stakeholders in crime, with invited experts resulting in a 
Report:

Recommendation 2:   Workshop and Report on  “Causes of Crime in Fiji”?



What are the economic consequences of Crime
Does the FPF have any accurate study on the economic consequences of 
crime?

Direct losses to victims of crime: 
property lost; 
Damage done
Lost incomes etc because of violence against the person
Government losing tax revenues

Costs of foregone investments because of the security

Loss of production and incomes: eg theft in rural areas discouraging farmers.

Indirect costs

Alternative private security arrangements: burglar bars, alarm 
systems; private security guards

Losses of tax-payers funds spent on policing. If no need for police?



Economic costs: Foregone economic growth

If the Fiji economy does not grow optimally because of crime, the 
consequences for the Fiji Police Force is extremely significant.

For two reasons:

1. Inadequate economic growth worsens the conditions whcih 
encouraging crime- unemployment and poverty.

2. Insufficient economic growth denies the FPF adequate resources to 
tackle the crime in the country.

Let us look at Fiji over the long term.

To drive home the reality of what Fiji could have been like today, I will 
compare Fiji with Mauritius.

The impact on uneployment, poverty, and financial resources for the Fiji 
Police Force,  through the Fiji budget.



Fiji’s poverty over the long term: lack of economic growth

Most important factor impacting on poverty is long term economic growth.

Economic growth depends on national savings and investment.

Savings Ratio as % GDP:    
= Gross National Income – Consumption – Net Transfers out

Key factor: do businesses reinvest their profits or export them, because they are 
afraid of develuations; 

Fiji dollar once > A$1.00, then down to A$0.83 cents, now A$0.53

What will be the F$ be worth at the end of the year?

Compare and contrast Fiji and Mauritius. Both island nations; dependent on 
tourism and sugar; ethnically mixed population (half of Indian origin).



Gross Savings as % GDP: Fiji and Mauritius (1986-2008)

Fiji’s nose-dive after 1986? 1987 coup:

Then again after 2000 coup, small recovery, then just massive decline thereafter, 
(when the business sector saw all the political uncertainty.

Negative for last 2 years: never negative before.

Savings % of GDP (2 year moving averages)
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Investment: Gross Fixed Capital Formation as % GDP

This needs to be around 25%.
Decline following 1987; slow long climb after that.
Decline after 2000, and again after 2006.
For Fiji only around 15%, probably lower still in 2009 and 2010.

GFCF as % GDP (2 year moving average)
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Long term result:    Gross National Income per capita 
PPP (International $) (1980-2008)

30 years ago, Fiji GNI pc almost same as Mauritius
Today, Mauritius GNI pc is three times that of Fiji.
Is it any wonder that poverty in Fiji is still so high.
And unemployment is still so high.

GNI pc PPP (International $)
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Unemployment: the hidden under-employment...

Fiji statistics usually talk about unemployment in Fiji being around 5% to 10%.

This is completely misleading because of how unemployment is defined.

Are you unemployed and looking for a job?

Thousands say they are 

self employed

family workers

community workers.

But ask them “how many hours of work a week do you do?” or “days per year”

The results are very different.



“Average Standard Days Worked” per annum?

About 270 days per year for the top 3 categories

But look at the “self employed”, family workers, Community workers.

But consideration of Household Work done changes the relativities....

Employment 
Status Fem Mal All % GG
A   Wages 252 271 266 -7 
B   Salary 275 292 286 -6 
C   Employer 242 279 272 -13 
D   Self-empl. 135 197 182 -32 
E   Family Wrk. 90 123 106 -27 
F   Commun.Wrk 81 86 82 -6 
All 196 239 226 -18 



The real unemployment rates: 22% for males (in 2004-05)

Combining both formal unemployment and under-employment: then looking at 
the last row:

35% of Females appear to be effectively unemployed, as opposed to only 
22% of Males.

But misleading data for females: they carry the huge burden of household work.

 Fem Mal All % GG 

Rate of Formal Unemployment (RoFU) 6.5 3.5 4.5 84 

ERoUnder-employment (ERoUnder) 31 19 23 63 

ERoUnemployment (ERoU) 35 22 26 62 



If the economy does not grow while population does

Increasing proportions of unemployed around town

Looking for jobs that are not there

Wanting all the good things which they cannot get.

Inevitable outcome: crime.

Society MUST tackle the fundamental employment, poverty, problems in Fiji, 
if the FPF is going to have a manageable problem in the future.

It also has an implication for resources.



Fiji Police Force Budget
Depends on total Government Revenues: you know that the shares of 
Education, Police, etc very stable over time.

Government Revenues are usually 25% of Gross Domestic Product.

Police Budget is currently around 1.33% of GDP.  

Too high? Too low?  What is the yardstick?

But if our GDP had been three times the current level, then at 1.33% of GDP, 
the Police Budget would have been around $225 million.  

Not the $78 million it is for 2010.

95-04 05 - 10
Fiji Police Force ($m) 30,076 74,881
% GDP 0.82 1.33



If the Fiji economy grew healthily
Not only would the Police Budget have an extra $147 millions

But your crime problems would have been lower:

less unemployment
higher incomes
more spent on education, welfare, health etc
sports facilities etc

Example for next four years: 2 growth scenarios

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
GDP (5% pa) ($m) 6,173 6,481 6,806 7,146 7,503
GDP (1% pa) ($m) 6,173 6,235 6,297 6,360 6,423
FPF at 5% ($m) 82.1 86.2 90.5 95.0 99.8
FPF at 1% ($m) 82.1 82.9 83.7 84.6 85.4
Diff in budget ($m) 0.0 3.3 6.8 10.5 14.4



FPF must tackle the macro causes of economic 
stagnation including political and legal

It is directly and indirectly in the interest of the Fiji Police Force that national 
politics, leadership,  etc MUST not destroy the economic growth prospects for 
the Fiji economy.

i.e. tackle the causes of coups, civil unrest etc.  Political conflict?

Key question: why are investors (local and foreign) not willing to invest?

Military decree: appropriating assets; and 

Military decree: preventing redress to courts.

Recommendation?:  



FPF must tackle any phenomena that is jeopardizing current 
economic growth or inflicting huge costs on the economy

Examining the Fiji economy currently:

Safety and security of tourists (well looked after at the resorts, not at large)

Huge disincentive to rural farmers whose produce are stolen and their family 
safety threatened

Civilians taking the law into their own hands: road-blocks, denial of access to 
marine leizure activities.

Traffic and other transport arrangement which cause economic disruption and 
costs.

Prevention of prison escapes etc



How efficient are the Police at
Investigating crime, 
Apprehending criminals
Promoting public safety; 
Reducing crime, and recidivism

Resource usage : Has there been a study to examine the cost effectiveness of the FPF: 
in all the different areas:

staffing
vehicle
regional distribution

Are they doing things which they should not be doing?

What does the Police force need to do to make them more efficient at what they do.

Could they be doing other things that earn them revenue, while reducing the costs?

Recommendation :   Total Review of all Police Activities examining economic 
efficiency.



What does the public think of the FPF?

Your ultimate stakeholders are the tax-payers who pay for the Fiji Policve 
Force.

Do you do regular surveys of the public at large to find out

what are their areas of concerns

how do they think the police are performing

what would they like the police to do

are they prepared to pay for what they are asking?



Does the public do its share of tackling crime?
For instance in supporting escapees

Not reporting illegal activities: the police cannot be everywhere.

Issue of media perceptions of police activities: is the current 5 minute 
programme (content, style etc) appropriate for winning over the hearts and 
minds of the Fiji public.

Are social leaders (chiefs, religious, etc) doing their share of looking after 
those who commit crimes?



What do the police staff think?

Do you do anonymous surveys of your own staff to get their views:

about what they think of what they are doing

what they could be doing

what they think of the leaders etc



What is the Rest of the World doing

Fiji Police Force should not reinvent the wheel.

Policing is a global problem:  what is best practice in the Rest of the World.

Share experiences

Get together with our donors:  Australia, NZ, EU, China, India.

Develop schemes to rotate key staff overseas for professional training and 
experience.

Recommendation:  Organise annual conferences: invite regional and 
international experts.



Summary of Recommendations

1.  Sponsor a historical study on “Crime in Fiji”

2. Workshop and Report on “Causes of Crime in Fiji”? 

3. Study on Economic Consequences of Crime in Fiji.

4. Study on economic efficiency of police activities and strategies.

5. Organise annual conferences: invite international experts.

6. Negotiate international placements for large numbers of key staff in 
donor countries.

7. Examine how best to improve police:public relationships so that the 
public does its fair share of “policing” and not just throwing all their 
burdens on the police force.

8. Formulate a Strategic Development Plan for the FPF, encompassing 
all the recommendations above.
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